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1. Introduction
Hierarchical robot control has received increased attention in recent years with the introduction of very efficient prioritized least-squares solvers [1, 2].
However, application on real robots has been limited to very controlled experiments due to the presence of kinematic and algorithmic singularities
which, when unresolved, lead to unwanted control behavior harmful to the robot structure. In our work we show that these numerical issues are not due
to how we solve but rather how we formulate the problem. So instead of applying the common remedy of regularizing rank deficient task Jacobians
(‘damping’, Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm) we improve the kinematic model itself by keeping usually discarded second order terms when close
to singularities. This corresponds to switches between the Gauss-Newton (GN) algorithm and Newton’s method with a reliable switching method. As a
final step these results are transferred to dynamic robot control with the shift of the acceleration based equations of motion into the velocity domain. We
show in real robot experiments how our method leads to numerically stable robot behavior while a higher task convergence than with the LM algorithm
is achieved.

2. Hierarchical control
In instantaneous robotic control it is usually suf-
ficient to define a constrained quadratic program
where the objective, which represents a robotic
task (for example placing an end-effector), needs
to be achieved as good as possible while be-
ing within the limits of the constraints (joint
and torque limits, equation of motion, center of
mass). As long as each constraint and objective
is achievable this is perfectly valid. However, if
this is not the case the robotic engineer needs to
weight different objectives (or even constraints)
against each other. Here comes multi-level pri-
oritized control into play: We can now lexico-
graphically separate constraints and objectives
through any number of hierarchy level and accu-
rately represent the physical reality of the robot:

Laws of Physics, Safety ctr. � Physical
stability ctr. � Motion

3. Singularities
Kinematic
singularity
“A task is
infeasible”

Algorithmic singularity
“A task is in conflict with a

higher priority one and
therefore infeasible”

4. Singularity resolution in kinematic control
We minimize the quadratic norm of the error function
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Problem: Φ(q) is non-linear in q −→ Approximate Φ by a Taylor series or model of 2nd order!
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GN algorithm←→ Inverse kinematic control
- numerically unstable close to singularities
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LM algorithm ←→ Inverse kinematic control
with damping - Requires damping tuning
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H as H = α2I

Our Approach: Using Newton’s method or the ‘complete’ Taylor series when close to singular-
ities of J in order to avoid dangerous numerical instabilities
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5. Making the step to dynamically feasible kinematic control
Regularizing joint accelerations requires complicated damping tuning to avoid overshooting in the
task behaviour. We therefore suggest to formulate dynamic robot control in the joint velocity domain
by forward integration:

Acceleration

Mq̈ +N = Sτ + JT
c f

Jq̈ = ëctrl − J̇ q̇k

with ëctrl = −kpe− kvė

Integration

q̈ = q̇ − q̇k

∆t

Velocity

Mq̇ −Mq̇k + ∆tN = ∆t(Sτ + JT
c f)

Jq̇ = −ėctrl
PD

with ėctrl
PD = −Jq̇k + ∆t(ëctrl + J̇ q̇k)

6. Experiments

7. Conclusions
This work extends [3] on handling kinematic and algorithmic singularities in kinematic robot control to dynamically feasible kinematic robot control.
It enables the robot to approach and reach singular configurations smoothly and without the high velocities typically seen for unresolved singularities.
Thereby, higher convergence is achieved compared to a weighted QP formulation.
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